
BCH - Bitcoin Cash  
according to the Satoshi Nakamoto Whitepaper 



2009



Arguing Bitcoin as a 
System to the Australian 

Government 

https://twitter.com/
ProfFaustus/status/
966212829123694592

https://twitter.com/ProfFaustus/status/966212829123694592
https://twitter.com/ProfFaustus/status/966212829123694592
https://twitter.com/ProfFaustus/status/966212829123694592


Mining in 2009 was easy. 

A few Sun servers and some intel Xeon based 
servers made a fast job of mining. It was 50 

Bitcoin a block and it was usually close to 10 
mins. 

Back then all mining was at a loss. 

https://twitter.com/ProfFaustus/status/
941160150471028737

https://twitter.com/ProfFaustus/status/941160150471028737
https://twitter.com/ProfFaustus/status/941160150471028737


08 Jan 2009 start. Genesis block 
from the start. P2P electronic cash 
and a chain of digital signatures. 

BTC is not most of that. It is a chain 
of Hashes and a crappy settlement 

system. 

https://twitter.com/ProfFaustus/
status/935857146213863424

https://twitter.com/ProfFaustus/status/935857146213863424
https://twitter.com/ProfFaustus/status/935857146213863424


The ONLY full nodes are miners. 

You do not trust, you compete 
as a miner 

https://twitter.com/ProfFaustus/
status/965956482616496129

https://twitter.com/ProfFaustus/status/965956482616496129
https://twitter.com/ProfFaustus/status/965956482616496129


Cryptocurrency lesson of the day 

There is no Cryptography in #cryptocurrencies. 

Hashes and digital signatures are related 
technology but Bitcoin for example is clear text. 

Where cryptography is deployed is in 
associated systems. No secret writing, integrity 

based. 

https://twitter.com/ProfFaustus/status/
976409722898169857

https://twitter.com/hashtag/cryptocurrencies?src=hash
https://twitter.com/ProfFaustus/status/976409722898169857
https://twitter.com/ProfFaustus/status/976409722898169857


Calvin Ayre



hahaha...this is better coverage 
of what happened. I am still 
investing in #Bitcoin #BCH 

mining as this is the one public 
block chain that can do it all. 

https://twitter.com/CalvinAyre/
status/1016224835855421440 

https://twitter.com/hashtag/Bitcoin?src=hash
https://twitter.com/hashtag/BCH?src=hash
https://twitter.com/CalvinAyre/status/1016224835855421440
https://twitter.com/CalvinAyre/status/1016224835855421440


https://cash.coin.dance/blocks 

https://cash.coin.dance/blocks


OP_RETURN 
Codes



memo.cash



Blockchain based 
„Twitter“ where you pay 

for your Tweets.



OpenSource 
customized Node 

written in „Go“ 

https://github.com/
memocash/memo

https://github.com/memocash/memo
https://github.com/memocash/memo


… using btcd 

https://
mobile.twitter.com/
memobch/status/

998068690913447937

https://mobile.twitter.com/memobch/status/998068690913447937
https://mobile.twitter.com/memobch/status/998068690913447937
https://mobile.twitter.com/memobch/status/998068690913447937
https://mobile.twitter.com/memobch/status/998068690913447937


Bitdb is a NoSQL database powered by Bitcoin. 
It's an autonomous public MongoDB instance which self-

updates by crawling and indexing Bitcoin OP_RETURN 
transactions, a special type of transaction that can 

include up to 220 bytes of arbitrary data. 
Using this 220 bytes as a database insertion command, 

we can construct an entire database system from Bitcoin. 
Because it's backed by Bitcoin as canonical storage, it 

comes with all the benefits of Bitcoin's decentralization. 
Because it's powered by MongoDB as index, it comes 

with all the benefits of NoSQL databases, including 
unlimited insertion of unstructured data, as well as higly 

flexible and portable query interface.



Coingeek: https://coingeek.com/
op_return-database-bitdb-paves-
way-decentralized-bitcoin-bch-

apps/ 

Reddit: https://www.reddit.com/r/
btc/comments/8uud3q/

today_im_releasing_bitdb_a_world_
wide_database_of/e1i8g4g/ 

https://coingeek.com/op_return-database-bitdb-paves-way-decentralized-bitcoin-bch-apps/
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Store of Value



Spend it or it goes to zero 

Bitcoin is only a store of 
value if it is a cash payment 

system first. 

https://twitter.com/
ProfFaustus/status/

1016626286838632448

https://twitter.com/ProfFaustus/status/1016626286838632448
https://twitter.com/ProfFaustus/status/1016626286838632448
https://twitter.com/ProfFaustus/status/1016626286838632448


Security



Lightning is a promissory note, like a 
cheque. 

Menger,1892 showed that this increases 
the money supply. 

I wonder how supporters can keep a 
straight face when they say they are 

Austrian in economics… 

https://mobile.twitter.com/ProfFaustus/
status/1015128286861713410

https://mobile.twitter.com/ProfFaustus/status/1015128286861713410
https://mobile.twitter.com/ProfFaustus/status/1015128286861713410


In the UK under the FSMA 2000, s.
85(1) Schedule 11A 

Bitcoin is a non-equity (not Proof of 
Stake) security that's issued in a 
continuous or repeated manner 

issued by a party with under 50 million 
Euro value (at start) & issue at under 5 
million euro a block (or issue period) 

https://twitter.com/ProfFaustus/
status/1013535919306047488

https://twitter.com/ProfFaustus/status/1013535919306047488
https://twitter.com/ProfFaustus/status/1013535919306047488


It is a security. Sorry. 

It is an exempt security in the EU 

See art.56 of the EC Treaty to start 

Then the MiFID 
2004/73 

https://twitter.com/ProfFaustus/status/
1013539152061779968

https://twitter.com/ProfFaustus/status/1013539152061779968
https://twitter.com/ProfFaustus/status/1013539152061779968


Not at present. Always. 

The difference is that 
Bitcoin (without lightning) is 

an Exemption Security. 

https://twitter.com/
ProfFaustus/status/

1016947089371205632

https://twitter.com/ProfFaustus/status/1016947089371205632
https://twitter.com/ProfFaustus/status/1016947089371205632
https://twitter.com/ProfFaustus/status/1016947089371205632


If you think that creating a regulated 
securities offering without all the 
regulatory requirements is a good 

idea.... A token backed only as crypto... 

You are a fucking idiot! 

Bitcoin walks a very fine line. Expect a 
smackdown for most tokens soon. 

https://twitter.com/ProfFaustus/status/
1016945958607781888

https://twitter.com/ProfFaustus/status/1016945958607781888
https://twitter.com/ProfFaustus/status/1016945958607781888


Energy consumption 
of Bitcoin



Bitcoin Mining and energy consumption 

https://blog.bitcoin.org.hk/bitcoin-
mining-and-energy-

consumption-4526d4b56186 

•17 NSA Data centers together 
consume more electricity than Bitcoin
•Google used about double as much 
electricity in 2015 than Bitcoin does 
today

https://blog.bitcoin.org.hk/bitcoin-mining-and-energy-consumption-4526d4b56186
https://blog.bitcoin.org.hk/bitcoin-mining-and-energy-consumption-4526d4b56186
https://blog.bitcoin.org.hk/bitcoin-mining-and-energy-consumption-4526d4b56186
http://archive.sltrib.com/story.php?ref=/sltrib/news/56493868-78/power-center-electricity-utah.html.csp
http://archive.sltrib.com/story.php?ref=/sltrib/news/56493868-78/power-center-electricity-utah.html.csp
http://www.datacenterdynamics.com/design-strategy/google-adds-781mw-of-renewable-energy/95328.fullarticle
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Transactions



https://txhighway.com

https://txhighway.com




Fees



yours.org

http://yours.org


Social Network with Voting, 
Tipping or buying articles for 

cents. 

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?

time_continue=189&v=zfykZj
ysG1k

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=189&v=zfykZjysG1k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=189&v=zfykZjysG1k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=189&v=zfykZjysG1k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=189&v=zfykZjysG1k


cointext.io

http://cointext.io


Send and Receive money 
by SMS, no signup 

required.



nChain



OnChain  

O(n)Chain 

n Chain 

Unbounded scale 

https://twitter.com/ProfFaustus/
status/1005176506358882304

https://twitter.com/ProfFaustus/status/1005176506358882304
https://twitter.com/ProfFaustus/status/1005176506358882304


this is kind of stupid....why 
bother with the technical 
hassle of less secure side 

chains when on chain scaling 
already has been proven to 

work on #Bitcoin #BCH? 

https://twitter.com/CalvinAyre/
status/1015456765826256896

https://twitter.com/hashtag/Bitcoin?src=hash
https://twitter.com/hashtag/BCH?src=hash
https://twitter.com/CalvinAyre/status/1015456765826256896
https://twitter.com/CalvinAyre/status/1015456765826256896


Scale



To be global lightning needs a lot more TXs 
than people understand  

They do not understand the scope of global 
trade. 

London gold alone will require several 100 
gb blocks. Just London gold 

Adding pairs leads to a ln system with peta 
byte blocks to accommodate the US only 

https://twitter.com/ProfFaustus/status/
1006079294995656704

https://twitter.com/ProfFaustus/status/1006079294995656704
https://twitter.com/ProfFaustus/status/1006079294995656704


Status



32 MB  
=  

100 Transactions/Second



Call to Arms



In 2020, the reward will halve. In 2024 or earlier, 
it shall do so again. That is only six years away. 
In this time, the mining reward will drop to 6.25 
and then 3.125 Bitcoin a block. Bitcoin is not 
sustainable unless it is a cash system, OnChain. 
Moreover, with the changes to BTC, I am 
saddened to see that cannot ever be achieved. 
It will be on BCH. For, I will not allow Bitcoin to 
end. In time, people will see the one difference 
that exists between BCH and ALL other crypto-
coins. The one thing that BCH has retained and 
all others eschewed. The one thing that 
determines if it lives or dies long term. 



https://www.yours.org/
content/a-call-to-arms-

cac97203528f

https://www.yours.org/content/a-call-to-arms-cac97203528f
https://www.yours.org/content/a-call-to-arms-cac97203528f
https://www.yours.org/content/a-call-to-arms-cac97203528f


Questions 
zdavatz@ywesee.com 

https://twitter.com/
zdavatz

mailto:zdavatz@ywesee.com
https://twitter.com/zdavatz
https://twitter.com/zdavatz


Please pay/send 10 EUR to 

Legacy: 
17vSdyWNNZFbd1N9o711fLRD

VzP3xvqpdo 

bitcoincash:qp97cva8wjylje937
ams54cgz35wjmklnqqnugrr9s

bitcoincash:qp97cva8wjylje937ams54cgz35wjmklnqqnugrr9s
bitcoincash:qp97cva8wjylje937ams54cgz35wjmklnqqnugrr9s


Thank you!


